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1 INTRODUCTION
One of the important techniques developed by NASA-George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center for the materials processing in space program involves holography. The Fluid
Experiment System (FES) employs holography to monitor heat and mass transfer in the
crystal growth cell. NASA KC-135 aircraft flying in a parabolic trajectory, Spacelab III
Mission as well as more recent First International Microgravity Laboratory (IML) employed
holography as one of the diagnostics tools in a reduced gravity environment.
There are two main advantages of using holography. First, it does not require extremely high
quality optical components. Phase errors introduced during the recording can be eliminated
during the reconstruction. The other advantage is strategic for the space program.
Holography stores and reconstructs the optical wavefront. This wavefront can be used for
any analysis application not necessarily standard holographic interferometry. The standard
storage unit on the flight or the hoIocamera actually replaces several systems simultaneously.
In fact, part of this report identifies some possible uses of the reconstructed wave front other than
the standard holography and holographic interferometry.
Holographic interferometr), with one wavelength provides valuable information about the
refractive index variations in the fluid cell. As such, temperature and concentration effects
can not be separated from the index information. Use of thermocouples to measure
temperature is intrusive and possible at a limited number of points in the test section. Thus,
for temperature and/or concentration analysis, the conventional one-color interferometry
has a restricted capability.
On the other hand if two holograms at different wavelengths are available, then temperature
and concentration effects can be separated. Based on the proposal of Ecker et al.,
experimentation followed at NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center (laboratory as well as KC-
135 aircraft). Success of these historical developments __(basically dealing with succinonitrile
based transparent systems) resulted in renewed NASA enthusiasm in two-color holography.
A more critical study of the process' and related publications _'° followed. These critical
studies as well as another publication _ clearly indicated the need of very accurate fringe
counting procedure in two-color interferometry particularly in most conservative situations
where very small temperature and concentration changes are to be encountered. Otherwise,
two interferograms from two wavelengths may not be linearly independent in the practical
sense.
In this connection, this report deals with several strategic aspects of two- (or multi-) color
holography. These are:
• To review available techniques for precise fringe location measurement of phase media.
This study is needed for proper fringe measurement technique selection. The important
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aspects are the sensitivity needs as well as the suitability for the NASA-FES environment.
• Experimentation to validate the predicted accuracy of the fringe counting procedure. The
goal is to find the maximum obtainable practical fringe position accuracy in the case of fluids
and in a typical NASA-FES environment.
• Extension to multi-color holography. This section deals with the advantages and
disadvantages of using more than two wavelengths. Accuracy for temperature and
concentration measurements, new system hardware needs, and possible lasers will also be
considered.
• Based on the above studies, a design of the experimental prototype of multi-color
holography will be described. Again, typical temperature and concentration gradients in
solution crystal growth and other NASA-FES related experimental situation are specifically
considered.
• Other analysis methods. As stated earlier, holography reconstructs the wavefront.
Traditionally, holographic methods such as holographic interferometry are used. However
the wavefront can in principle be used in the non-traditional ways. Some of these possible
approaches and their relative merits will be considered in this section.
2 AVAILABLE TECHNIQUES FOR PRECISE FRINGE LOCATION MEASUREMENT
Visual or routine quantitative methods of fringe position measurements have the capability
of 1/5 - 1/10 fringe order. '2 As stated in Section 1, this may not be enough for certain
aspects of quantitative multi-color interferometry. Therefore, this section deals with basic
techniques available for accurate fringe measurement and their application to fluids. It is
worth mentioning here that the termfluid is often used forgases in literature. For liquids the
precise fringe measurement techniques have been rarely used.
2.1 Heterodyne interferometry 13
This kind of interferometry involves two interfering waves with different frequencies. Two
waves of complex amplitudes A, exp(2_'f, t) and A_ exp[i(27rf,t + _0)] at the time t are
allowed to interfere. A,, A, are the absolute amplitudes; f,, f, are the frequencies; and qo
is the phase difference. The photodetector output is:
]A, exp(27rif,t) + A_ exp[i(2-n'f_ t + _p)]l _
= A_+ A2_+ 2At A2cos[2"rr(f2-f_)t + _].
f,- f, is typically in MHz range. The phase term _ooriginally carried at 10 _' Hz in the optical
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domain is now carried by the sinusoidal electric signal in the range of 10 6Hz.
In this kind of interferometry, there is no visual fringe pattern. However, at a given time,
two photodetectors (one serving as a reference) at different locations can be used. The
phase difference between the electrical outputs serves to generate a map of tO. Generally,
one fixed detector serves as the reference and the other scanning detector serves to generate
the phase map over the cross section. As described by Sirohi and Kothiyal, TM the desired
frequency shifts can be provided by rotating polarization components, moving diffraction
gratings, acoustooptic Bragg cell, or using a laser with two frequency outputs. So far,
heterodyne interferometry has been used in optical testing, profilometry, small displacement
and vibration analysis, etc.
Farrell, Springer and Vest" applied heterodyne holographic interferometry to study
temperature and concentration in gas mixtures. The scene was natural convection boundary
layers in air adjacent to a heated surface. Basically, the refractive index was measured with
independent temperature determination using fine-wire thermocouples. The two reference
beam method, t3where one beam's frequency is altered using an acoustooptic modulation,
was used.
Heterodyne interferometry offers high spatial resolution and 1/1000 fringe order
measurement capability.'6 However, the method involves point-by-point analysis, requires
special equipment such as an acoustooptical modulator and phasemeter. Besides the
hardware, the operational aspects are complex and processing times are long. Consequently,
the method is now not common in research efforts.'7
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2.2 Quasi-heterodyne interferometry
The word quasi-heterodyne is often used for phase-shifting (details in Section 2.3)
interferometry.'6"' In the present study by quasi-heterodyne we mean very specialized phase
shifting procedures different from simple two-beam interference with phase shifting and
digital data processing. In that sense, the quasi-heterodyne procedures were the attempts to
simplify the heterodyne procedures before the actualphase-shifting procedures settled down
and were well understood.
In one application, _8the optical path difference between the interfering wavefronts is varied
linearly with time. The irradiance output at different times can yield different intensities.
The desired phase r_ can be evaluated from these intensities. The method requires strictly
linear optical path variations, fast electronics for the data collection, and phase corrections
of the computed values. Nevertheless, the method can yield the spatial phase map without
the scanning detector.
There are several articles dealing with two reference beams'"t6'_'_ in flow research. In this
double exposure technique, two reference beams are used - one for each exposure. During
reconstruction, the mutual phase between the reconstruction beams is altered to generate
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different interference patterns. The irradiances of these patterns can be used to solve for
the unknown phase map over the cross-section. These phase shifting/digital techniques
included several examples in flow research:
• Plume from a heated wire in a cross flow. 12
• Helium jet injected in still air. 12
• Laboratory simulated tornado. 19
• Density distribution in an axisymmetric supersonic jet of air. _
Reference 20 provides a good summary of the digital/phase shifting procedure in flow
research.
These two reference beam methods definitely are valuable in obtaining the phase map over
the entire cross-section by fringe shifting and digital data analysis. Dealing with the NASA-
FES system, significant hardware changes are necessary with these methods.
A more recent dual reference approach "1utilizes two reference beams for the recording but
only one for the reconstruction. The desired phase shifts are obtained by changing the
viewing directions.
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2.3 Phase-shifting interferometry
Phase shifting interferometry, also called digital interferometry, is suitable for rapid
measurements of whole field phase distribution. Although the customary practical limit of
the measurable optical path change has been _ _./200, it is approaching that obtainable by
the heterodyne technique. In the recent publication by Lai and Yatagai, _' the limit is _./500!
Here k is the wavelength of the light used. In the work due to Schwider, _ computer
simulations show the accuracy of k/lO00 when an error function is subtracted from the
measured phase values.
Let us introduce the basic concept of the phase shifting procedure. The intensity at a point
(x,y) in the interference pattern can be written as
I, = A(x,y) + B(x,y)cos[c(x,y) + eL], (1)
where A(x,y) is the average intensity, B(x,y) relates to the fringe contrast, and _(x,y) is the
phase of the wavefront to be measured, a, is a known applied phase shift in the j'_ set of the
frame of data. The basic procedure is that with known a, _(x,y) can be evaluated from I_
(x,y) values. The intensity values can easily be stored in data frames and the quantitative
values/plots of _x,y) can easily be obtained by a computer.
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Let us discuss one of the specific procedures of phase shifting interferometry. Suppose t_,,
a2 and a3 are 0, 2"rr/3 and -2"n'/3 respectively, then eq.(1) yields
tan qo = 3'_(I, - I,)/(2I,- I2- I3). (2)
Notice that local visibility and background terms A and B are completely eliminated in this
evaluation.
The phase shifting procedure is general to interferometry. For holographic interferometry,
the phase shifts can be introduced in one of the beams (object or reference) in one of the
exposures of double exposure holography. In real-time applications, the phase shift can be
conveniently introduced in one of the beams during the reconstruction.
Now we shall summarize the main features of the phase shifting procedure relevant to our
needs in two-color holographic interferometry.
• General/review articles._'""8'u'z These articles describe theory and general methodology
of the technique. Besides the particular three step method described by eq. (2), several other
procedures are available. These are for example general three step method [more general
form of what Equation (2) represents a particular case], four step method, the Carr6
method, the five step method, the integrating bucket method, multi-step method, etc.
Different phase measuring algorithms solve different purposes. For example, in the Carr6
method, the phase shift need not be known. Four phase steps of equal (may be unknown)
amount are enough to evaluate qo.As we notice in the derivation of Equation (2), the phase
steps must be known.
• Articles dealing with errors.2"3° These are relatively recent works on the error sources,
their sensing, and possible ways to eliminate the effects on the measurements. These sources
are due to intensity variations during data collection, reference phase error, vibrations,
nonlinearities of the photodetector, turbulence, etc. Iterative algorithms can be used to know
correct reference phase values. _ Reference phase error can also be reduced by a
characteristic error function. Computer simulated _accuracy of an optical path then becomes
_./1000 ! A new algorithm and phase shifting via frequency translation z' helps in the phase
error problem in the presence of vibration. This method is more relevant during testing
large optics. Creath _ describes most common errors in phase-measuring interferometry and
suitability of particular algorithms in specific error source situations. Van Wingerden et al. _
have performed an extensive study on these lines. In the method due to Lai and Yatagai _,
the reference phase is more correctly measured from parallel Fizeau fringes. Optical
surfaces with _./500 rms accuracy can then be measured. In the data averaging procedure
due to Ovryn and Haacke, _ the phase drifts can be compensated to obtain the 2/360 optical
path measurement accuracy by averaging 36 data sets. Ali and Wyant 3t considered the role
of spurious reflections and then developed algorithms to eliminate the error.
• Articles dealing with fluids._'_gJ_6 Some works dealing with fluids using two reference
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beams are described in Section 2.2. Here we present some works with simple two beam
interferometry (say real time holographic interferometry) and the digital technique. In fact,
that is what is done with NASA-FES holographic reconstructions. The work of Lanen,
Nebbeling and van Ingen 3'_ uses real-time holographic interferometry and digital phase-
shifting to study a 2-D density around a heated horizontal cylindrical bar in free convection.
The phase steps in the reconstruction beam are introduced using a PZT (piezo-electric
transducer) which translates a mirror. Irradiances are then used to determine the whole field
phase map and then the temperature field is computed. It is interesting to note that
although the digital procedure is well established, the application to fluid (gases) is relatively
new. Another similar procedure due to Dobbins et al. 3' measures temperature distribution
within a confined turbulent air jet impinging on a thermally conductive surface.
Some recent review articles clearly find phase measuring interferometry very useful to study
transparent media. _'
It is interesting to note that all these experimental test sections dealing with phase
measuring interferometry involve gases. An exception is Hariharan's _work where a fluid is
used indirectly in connection to two refractive index contouring of a surface. Thus, the use
of phase measuring interferometry to liquids has been rare.
2.4 Effective technique for multi-color holography
It is evident that there are two techniques for very accurate fringe counting- heterodyne and
phase shifting. Traditionally, the heterodyne approach has been the most sensitive. However,
the approach involves complex hardware and procedures. On the other hand, the phase
shifting procedure is relatively less sensitive but very practical. It is a whole-field procedure
and there is minimum additional hardware (the phase shifter) needs. The conventional
sensitivity of the phase shifting procedure is more than what is required in multi-color
interferometry. Also, the sensitivity is rapidly approaching _° to the sensitivity obtainable by
the heterodyne procedure. Therefore, it is logical to select the phase shifting procedure for
our present needs.
3 EXPERIMENTATION
At this stage, it is established that the phase shifting procedure is the most suitable approach
for our fringe counting needs in multi-color interferometry. The purpose of the current
experimentation is to establish our practical sensitivity in a typical NASA-FES environment.
The experiments were performed at the Space Science Laboratory at NASA/MSFC in
cooperation with NASA, MetroLaser, and UAH. The experiments provided valuable
experience, inputs for a design of a optical Two-Color Holographic Interferometry (T-CHI)
breadboard, and above all more than satisfied the sensitivity requirements of two- (or multi-
) color holography. Earlier works _'_found that if 1/100 of a fringe shift can be measured,
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then temperature and concentration in two-color interferometry can be separated. Our
experimentation, using the existing hardware, established better than 1/200 'h fringe
measurement capability with room for further enhancement.
3.1 System description
The sketch of the experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1. Details of the hardware
(mostly existing at NASA/MSFC) are given in Appendix A. Radiations from HeNe (_. =
632.8 nm) and HeCd (£ = 441.6 nrn) were combined using a beam splitter. For the beam
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental set up for
two color holographic interferometry.
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combination, the cube type beam splitter was mounted on a translation-rotation stage. The
combined output was observed in the far field and the stage was adjusted for the overlap
so that the beam contained two colors. The rest of the alignment task is like usual
holography. The beam (containing two iaser outputs) are divided into two using a beam
splitter. These two beam spots are reflected and ultimately again superimposed at the center
of the hologram recording plane. The path lengths are adjusted to be equal for coherence
considerations. These adjustments are again refined later in the final system. Now, in each
beam path, spatial filters and collimators are introduced to obtain about 4- diameter cross-
section beams for the object and reference beams. In one of the paths (object in the present
set up) a rotating plate phase shifter is introduced. A test cell containing the fluids (sugar
solution and/or water in our present experiments) is also introduced in the object beam
path. Real-time holographic interferometry was performed. For the purpose (see Figure 2),
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Figure 2. Observation and counting of real-time holographic fringe pattern for the analysis
of optical path variations of the fluid in the test cell.
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hologram was recorded, processed and replaced back at the holder. The holder adjustments
provided a few live fringes. These live fringes are due to interference between the
reconstructed (from the hologram) and the actual test cell fields. Slight position difference
between the two fields results in these fringes. These fringes are then used to follow changes
(of temperature and/or concentration) in the actual test cell. Changes in the test cell and/or
the phase shifter resulted in the optical path changes or fringe shifts. The fringe shifts are
measured by a photodetector (small as compared to the fringe spacing) connected to an
oscilloscope. Two main experiments were performed. First, the calibration or the
observation of the rotating phase shifter was performed to establish the sensitivity. The other
experiments were with respect to changes in the concentration of the sugar solution to
establish the measurement capability and to compare with expected (theoretical) results.
Some videos were also recorded to illustrate the power of the fringe shifting procedure to
observe the slow diffusion process - mixing of a weak sugar solution in water.
3.2 Rotating plate phase shifter
There are several ways to introduce the phase shifts. _ These are by moving a mirror,
rotating (or tilting) a glass plate, rotating a polarization element, using an acousto-optic or
an electro-optic modulator, using a Zeeman laser, etc. Of these, the rotating glass plate
method _ is convenient and requires only two common components- a rotation stage and
a glass plate. More detailed analytical aspects of the procedure are available. _ The principle
of operation of the phase shifting plate can be explained by Figure 3. A ray of light passing
through the glass plate of thickness t of material refractive index n corresponds to the
optical path length (OPL) as _
OPL = e- t[cos0 - n(1 - sin'0/n2) '_ ],
= t-tF(0) (3)
where 0 is the angle between the incidence direction and the surface normal at the glass
plate. _ is the optical path length without the glass plate (t = 0). When the glass plate is
rotated (changing 0), the OPL changes according to
d(OPL)/d0 = t sin0 [1 - (cos0/n)(1 - sin20/n') ''_ ]
= tG(0). (4)
Thus, in principle, the desired phase change(s) can be obtained by suitable selection of t and
0. The rate relationship of Equation (4) is 0-dependent.
Essentially we have two parameters (t and 0) to control the phase shifts. A few desired
phase shifts can be obtained by proper selection of 0 for a given t.
For understanding the behavior of Equation (3), the function F(0) has been plotted in
Figure 4. Similarly, the function G(0) has been plotted in Figure 5.
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Figure 3. Diagram to describe the principle of the phase shifting plate.
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3.3 Calibration of a phase shifter
As we have seen the phase shifter parameter can be established by the knowledge of t, n
and 0. Even if these parameters are precisely known, a calibration is always desirable. To
practice our phase shifting procedure, we performed an experiment.
A real time holographic reconstruction (with the HeNe laser) was observed. The fringe
spacing was 3.5 cm. An aperture (2cm x 0.4cm) on the photodetector surface was set parallel
to the real time fringes. The photodetector output was connected to an oscilloscope. The
oscilloscope sensitivity was set so that maximum and minimum readings (when the phase
shifting plate was rotated) was within the full range (_+20 small divisions) of the
oscilloscope. Table 1 shows a typical observation. Figure 6 shows the plots by spline and 10 'h
order polynomial fits.
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TABLE 1 OBSERVATION DATA OF INTENSITY CHANGE AGAINST ROTATION
OF PHASE SHIFTER
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Rotation angle
(3 xl0 ' radian)
0
10
Intensity (small
divisions of the
oscilloscope)
6
10
Rotation angle
(3 xl0 ' radian)
140
150
Intensity (small
divisions of the
oscilloscope)
18
18
20 14 160 17.5
30 - 16 170 16.5
40 - 17 180 15
50 - 16 190 9
60 - 14 200 - 1
70 - 10 210 - 6
80 - 6 220 12
90 - 2 230 16
100 2 240 17
110 7 250 - 17
120 14 260 - 14
130 17 270 - 5
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At this stage, some sensitivity aspects of the phase shifter are appropriate. At the best
sensitivity location where the intensity gradient is maximum (see Table 1 or Figure 6), the
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Figure 6. Typical calibration plots of the phase shifter (data of Table 1 used here).
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rotation of the phase shifter from 70 small divisions (say ANG) to 110 small divisions yields
the intensity change from -10 to +7 oscilloscope small divisions (say INT). The gradient is
40/17 AN'G/INT. Thus, for 5% intensity change (0.85 units of intensity change on the
oscilloscope when the range _ 17 is used), two units of the phase shifter angles are used. In
the intensity relationship of the form I = A + Bcos_, the arbitrary setting of A = 0 yields
the relative phase change AI/I = A_tan A_. At _' = 45°, M/I = Acl,. That means 0.05/2"rr
(about 1/125) fractional fringe order measurement capability for 5% intensity change.
Obviously this sensitivity is doubled (better than 1/250 ,hfringe) when the oscilloscope is
now set at the double sensitivity. Also, our intensity measurement capability (5%) is based
on the notion that one small division of the oscilloscope reading can be visually read. This
was done to use existing apparatus. Otherwise, better than 5% intensity changes can be
measured leading to much better phase measurement capability.
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3.4 Experimentation with sugar solution
This experimentation was dealing with the measurement of change in concentration of sugar
solution in the test cell using real time holographic interferometry. The aim was to establish
the sensitivity capability and also to compare our experimental observations with
theoretically expected values.
For this purpose, a quartz test cell of inner thickness of 0.982 cm was used. First the
hologram of the cell with water was taken and the processed hologram was replaced back
to observe real time fringes. Any concentration change will shift these fringes. The shifts
were measured by the oscilloscope reading changes by the procedure of Section 3.3.
The relationship between the optical path length change AP and the refractive index change
An is
--=
_=
i
L:a
m
AP = IAn/_. (5)
where _. is the wavelength of the laser used. I is the depth of thickness of the fluid along the
propagation direction. In the present case, 1 is the inner thickness of the cell (0.982 cm).
Also, the refractive index of water at 20 ° C is 1.33299. For one percent sugar solution in
water, the index becomes 1.33443 leading to An as 0.00144. For HeNe laser wavelength (_.
= 632.8 rim), Equation (5) leads to 22.346 waves optical path length change for one percent
change in the concentration. Thus, a very dilute solution is needed for sub-wavelength order
optical path length changes. For this purpose, first one gram sucrose was added to 1000 cc
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of distilled water. This solution was further diluted to achieve 10' gm sucrose per gram of
water.. This solution was added to change the optical path length in the test cell by k/50.
For this purpose, the hologram of the cell containing 14 cc (total capacity 16 cc) of water
was made. The real time of the fringe shift was made by adding and mixing appropriate
amount of the diluted sugar solution.
For the observation, the oscilloscope sensitivity was set so that rotation of the phase shifter
resulted in +_ 18 small division changes on the scope. Then the sensitivity was doubled. So
the effective changes on the scope are + 36. The sugar solution (worth _/50 path change)
resulted in 4.5 divisions changes at the mean position on the oscilloscope. Using AI/I = A_
relationship of Section 3.3, the fringe shift is 4.5/(36 x 2"rr) = 1/50.267. This is very close to
the expected value of 1/50. At this stage, we see that we had worth 4.5 divisions changes on
the oscilloscope. Assuming we can detect 1 division, we obtain 1/(36 x 2,rr) or about 1/226 _
of fringe capability! Even this sensitivity can be enhanced by proper data acquisition, signal
averaging, etc.
4 EXTENSION TO MORE THAN TWO WAVELENGTHS
So far, we have been concentrating on two-color interferometry. The need has been to
separate temperature and concentration so two equations obtained from two colors are
theoretically sufficient. The obvious consideration is to look into the possible advantages and
drawbacks of using more than two wavelengths. In this section we examine different aspects
of such multi-color holographic interferometry.
4.1 Advantages of using more than two colors
The main advantage of using more than two wavelengths is the increased number of
interferograms available for the analysis. For N wavelengths or colors, N such interferograms
are available. In our context, each interferogram contains two independent variables -
temperature and concentration. In the usual two color holographic interferometry, one set
of two independent equations is available. For three colors, we have three such sets. For
four colors, we get six sets. Thus increasing number of colors significantly increases the
number of sets. The increased sets should be very useful for
• Statistical analysis of data.
• Reconfirmation of results.
However, in the experimental sense, increasing the number of colors creates new practical
problems. These problems should be considered before going to multi-color interferometry.
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4.2 Disadvantages
• Combination losses. Different colors must be combined to identical paths. The
combination is performed using beam splitters (as seen in Figure 1). For combining two
colors, one beam splitter is used. More beam splitters are needed for more colors. The
losses at each stage demand higher power lasers. Laser technology with more than one color
for our purpose in a single tube is still not mature.
• Emulsion response. Spectral response of the recording medium may significantly vary.
With commercially available laser powers, normalization can be performed by using neutral
density filters. That means further cutting of the available laser power.
• Reduced gap for independent equations. In a given range, say the visible region,
increasing the number of colors means reducing the gap between the wavelengths. The
refractive properties may not vary much to obtain linearly independent interferograms or
mathematical relationships.
• Role of reconstruction efficiency. One of the most important aspects of the multiplexing
due to different colors appears to be concerning the reconstruction efficiency. The
reconstruction efficiency is 1/N2times that for the single color holography." For two-, three-
and four-color holography, that means 1/4, 1/9 and 1/16 times the original (one-color)
efficiency. As compared to our minimum two-color holography, three color holography
means the reduction in the efficiency of about two times. For four colors, the reduction is
four times. With common thin absorption holography where the reconstruction efficiency
is already very low (theoretical maximum 6.25 %), substantial loss means we approach the
noise level. Volume and/or phase holograms where the efficiency can be much higher, are
a solution. However, they have their own problems like increased noise levels, increased
exposure needs, emulsion shrinkage effects, or combination of these factors.
4.3 Special beam intensity ratio needs in multi-color holography
In Section 4.2 we noticed that the reconstruction efficiency is reduced by the multiplexing.
However, during a careful look at the situation, we observed that special phase relationships
exist in multi-color holography. Those relationships can be used to reduce reference-to-
object beam intensity ratio and hence to improve the reconstruction efficiency. With a brief
description to the cause of the standard assumption (1/N2times the standard efficiency), we
describe here the special beam intensity needs.
The common exposure E in holography is:
E = E o + E R + 2(EoE_) '_cos q0, (6)
where Eo is the object beam exposure (intensity multiplied by the exposure time), E_ is the
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reference beam exposure, and q_is the phase difference between the beams at the recording
plane. Now let us assume the entire exposure is divided in N parts (say due to different
colors). Basically N holograms are recorded or superimposed on the same medium. The
exposure (keeping in mind that the average exposure need of the recording medium remains
unchanged) E now becomes
N
E = E (1/N)[Eo + E_ + 2(EoER)"_cos q_,]
i=l
= Eo + ER + (2/N)(EoE,,) '_F(_), (7)
N
where q_,is the phase difference due to the i '_hologram and F(_0) = ._E cos _o,. Now the
statement about the reduced reconstruction efficiency is evident. Each i_"_) component of
the color has 1/N times the original (one color) reconstructed amplitude. Thus the efficiency
becomes 1/N _times the original efficiency.
So far, it is always assumed that F(q_) varies in the range _ N so the combined hologram
contrast remains unchanged as compared to that in one-color holography. However, the
geometrical paths for different colors in multi-color holography are the same. The
wavelength differences are simple multiplication factors. Thus, the phases are related. These
special relationships can be used to advantage. Suppose F(q_) covers a smaller range _ ON
(/3 < 1). Then the effective fringe contrast increases, and the beam intensity ratio (E,/E_)
can be reduced. Later, we will show that _ < 1 is possible in practical situations at least in
a large portion of the recording plane. Let us first discuss the new beam intensity needs. The
usual holographic fringe contrast v [(E,_- EJ/(E_ + E J] from Equation (6) is 2,ot'*/(a
+ 1), where cr is the reference-to-object beam intensity ratio. This ratio is normally kept
between 3 and 10 to have linear recording and reasonable reconstruction efficiency
simultaneously.
Similarly the contrast in the combined multi-color hologram described by Equation (7) is
v" = 2_aV(a + 1) (8)
Now rather than the standard beam ratio a, let us use a lower ratio c_', and still retain the
original contrast v. By doing so we obtain
,Oot'"y(ot'+ 1)= ot'*/(ae + 1) (9)
Equation (9) can easily be used to evaluate new beam intensity ratio needs. As an example,
suppose the usual beam intensity ratio a is 4. With a new beam intensity ratio a" as high
as 1, B = 4/5 is needed to satisfy Equation (9). Since the reconstruction efficiency (i.e. the
base efficiency without considering the loss due to multiplexing) is proportional to a'/(o_"
+ 1)', (5/4)' or about 1.56 times gain in the efficiency is obtained by using unity beam
intensity ratio rather than 4. Let us consider another example of a = 9 and or" -- 1.
Equation (9) requires _ = 0.6 and the gain in the reconstruction efficiency will be about
i.i
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2.78 times ! Thus, significant gain in the efficiency is possible by using a low (say unity)
beam intensity ratio provided that a reasonable value of/_ is possible. We will show now
that this is indeed a practical situation in multi-color holography.
The phase difference _, for the i '_color can be written as A/).,. A is a geometrical factor
common to all wavelengths so long as the paths are common, ki is the wavelength for the
i thcolor. If q_ is the phase corresponding to a given (first) wavelength k (_._) then
F(_) = cos ,p + cos [( V _._)_o]+ cos [(X/X_),p]+ ...... (10)
Thus, the behavior of the cosine summation factor can easily be explained by knowing the
wavelength ratios. Now we shall discuss some particular cases.
• Two color holography with HeNe (2 = 632.8 nm) and HeCd (2 = 441.6 nm) lasers. The
function F(q_) = cos q_ + cos [(6328/4416)(i)] of Equation (10) has been plotted in Figure
7. We see a good portion of F(q_) falls within _.+1 range (i.e. p = 0.5). Equation (9) gives
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Figure 7. Variation of F(q0) against q_ for two color holography with
HeNe (_. = 632.8 nm) and HeCd (_. - 441.6 nm) lasers.
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that even unit beam intensity ratio (a" = 1) will result in the same contrast as the beam
ratio (a = 14) of ordinary one color holography. So, linearity of the recording is no problem
in a major portion of the hologram.
• Three color holography with HeNe (2 = 632.8 nm), HeCd (2 - 441.6 nm) and frequency
doubled YAG (2 = 532 nm). The plot F(_o) = cos @ + cos [(6328/5320)_] + cos
[(6328/4416) q_]of Figure 8 in this case show that most of the region is within F(q_) = +_.1
range (/3 = 0.33). So the conclusions of two color holography with HeNe and HeCd lasers
are valid here also. That means unit beam intensity ratio for individual colors is sufficient.
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Figure 8. Variation of F(_o) against q_for three color holography with HeNe (_. -- 632.8 nm),
HeCd (_, = 441.6 nm) and frequency doubled YAG (% = 532 nm) lasers.
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• Two color holography with frequency doubled wavelengths. In this case the function F(t0)
becomes cos to + cos (2 to). The maxima values of F(to) are 2 and 0 and the minima are -
9/8. The function has been plotted in Figure 9. If we look from the average of extreme
values, i.e. from 0.4375 value, the variation is ___1.5625. The effective value of O is about
0.78. Equation (9) gives o_" = 1 corresponds to the usual beam ratio a = 4.5 case. Again,
recording with unit individual beam intensity ratio is sufficient.
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Figure 9. Variation of F(to) against to for two color holography
with frequency doubled wavelengths.
• Two color holography with HeNe (2 = 632.8 nm) and HeCd (2 = 325.0 nm) lasers. This
is an attempt to practically satisfy the previous case. The plot F(to) = cos to +
cos[(6328/3250)to] is represented by Figure 10. Again, the trend and conclusion are the
same. However, since the frequency is not exactly doubled, there are variations. On the
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Figure 10. Variation of F(q0) against q_ for two color holography
with HeNe (k = 632.8 nm) and HeCd (_. = 325 nm) lasers.
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whole, a large portion of the fringe pattern is with reduced range of values of F(qo) as
against the customary __.2.
4.4 Summary on using more than two wavelengths
Theoretically more than two wavelengths have several advantages. However due to practical
problems, three-color holography is the logical first step if those advantages are at all
needed. Three two-equation sets will be obtained which will definitely be useful as
compared to one such set in two-color holographic interferometry. There are several
available lasers in the visible spectrum (see for example the latest Laser Focus World
Buyers Guide). However, the gap between the wavelengths should be as much as possible.
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Thus HeCd (wavelength 441.6 nm), frequency double YAG (wavelength 532 nm) and HeNe
(wavelength 632.8 nm) forms one possible practical set. The usual high reference to object
beam intensity ratio of one color holography can be avoided in multi color holography. This
will relieve some of the reduced reconstruction efficiency problem associated with the
multiplexing.
50_R ANALYSIS METHODS
A very important feature of holography is that it reconstructs the wavefront. That means the
information can be used for any application not necessarily the traditional holography. In
connection to space applications, this aspect has far reaching consequences. First, only one
hardware can be used for multiple applications hence dramatically saving space, cost, weight,
etc. Also, past, current, or future holograms can be used even for applications not discovered
yet. In this section we discuss some potential applications of holographic images in non-
traditional domain. The discussion is limited to cases of traditional transparent media
related to the NASA-FES system, and established techniques. Thus we restrict ourself to
cases of potential near term applications rather than unlimited vast general domain of such
a theme.
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5.1 Deflectometry
Deflection of a light beam passing through a transparent media contains valuable
information about the refractive properties and material processes. Lenski and Braun _°of
Dornier gmbH, Germany recently used it to study convection in vapor crystal growth
experiments. Their stated advantages are simple diagnostics instrumentation and adaptability
to a spaceflight experiment. On the other hand holographic reconstruction can be used even
without that additional instrumentation.
Holographic deflectometry has recently been introduced by Verhoeven. 4' The method can
be described by Figure 11. A plane of the reconstructed image (virtual shown in the figure)
is relayed to an aperture and the corresponding deflection is measured by a detector system
such as a CCD camera. By translation of the hologram, the entire field can be scanned or
covered. The method has been demonstrated for a plume of a hot air rising from a
cylindrical resistance heater. Although a new and unrefined technique, it is expected" to be
very useful in studying strongly refracting fields. Thus, the region around the crystal in the
growth situation has special significance to this technique. As a reminder, even the existing
holograms from previous experiments can be used.
Another deflection measurement procedure '2can be used holographically also. The method
uses Talbot effect employing two gratings. Self imaging properties of the diffraction grating
are used to obtain Moir6 fringes. Information of the refractive index of the transparent
media can be obtained. The approach is important for measuring high refractive indices (
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> 1.7). However, it needs a rotating test volume. The test volume in the case of holography
would be the image. Currently that is impractical. Nevertheless, this would be an important
application to holographic images.
The problems associated with the Talbot images can be overcome by using a single Ronchi
grating. '_ In our view, this approach can be used for holographically reconstructed images
as well.
As shown in Figure 12, the deflecting medium (the reconstructed wavefront in our proposed
holography) is seen via a Ronchi grating. The diffraction central spots will yield the
information about the refractive field. It is noticeable that the holographic image (say the
real one) is in the space so the grating can be placed even inside the test section. Even the
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i Figure 12. Principle of deflection mapping using a single Ronci grating.
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virtual image can be made real using a relay lens. This can be accomplished easily for real
images. Thus, this approach somewhat improves the single aperture procedure 'i for the
whole field applications. Although more detailed with the image processing aspects, the
method is parallel to that proposed by Gurfein et. al." These methods '1'3'' have variable
sensitivity - good for weak as well as strong gradients.
Only one" of the above mentioned methods, '°" used holography. Thus holography as well
as the NASA/FES system have potential benefits from these developments.
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5.2 Speckle techniques
Several speckle based techniques have been applied to study refractive fields." Of these we
describe here two such methods where the holographic reconstruction can be used as the
testfield. One approach, due to Wernekinck and Merzkirch 's has special significance to the
fields of large diameters and wide extensions. This method is of variable sensitivity,
practically without limits. As shown in Figure 13, the collimated laser beam passes through
the test field. In the proposed holographic arrangement, the reconstruction can be replaced
by the beam-field combination. A lens focuses a plane of the field onto a ground glass plate.
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Figure 13. Variable sensitivity laser speckle photography to study refractive fields. In the
case of holographic reconstruction, the image may replace the beam and the field.
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A second lens images a plane at distance g. Standard double exposure laser speckle
photography (one with and the other without the test field, or two states of the field) is
performed. At unit magnification, the rays (and the speckles) are separated by A = e e.
Thus, by changing g, the sensitivity can be changed. The arrangement was applied '_ to a
heated plate and the results successfully compared with those obtained from a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer. The applications to mildly heated, turbulent air stream in a
lowspeed wind tunnel'6and to the density field of a flame" have proved to be valuable. For
asymmetric refractive fields, tomography is also possible.'_"_ Obviously, these techniques can
be applied using the holographic reconstructions as the test field. Even already existing
holograms from a previous experimentation can be used. Particular importance is with those
holograms where the refractive changes are too high for sensitive conventional holographic
interferometry.
Speckle interferometry can also be performed as described by Verhoeven and Farrell. _°In
this, the collimated beam is passed through the test field (temperature variations in a
bunsen burner flame) and then a ground glass. The resulting object field is combined with
another collimated light in the Michelson type of interferometric arrangement. The
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technique has the same sensitivity as that obtained by conventional holographic
interferometry. However, the speckle technique is less sensitive to unwanted transverse
vibrations2°In that sense, using holographic reconstructions for speckle interferometry may
have some advantages in particular situations.
Thus, as such the speckle technique seems to be advantageous for large changes in the
refractive fields. This statement is made keeping in mind of near future use of holographic
reconstructions for non-holographic applications. Nevertheless, nanometer order speckle
motion measurement is possible by special techniques." Thus, the measurement of very
minute changes are possible to enhance the sensitivity in the lower range too.
5.3 Confocai optical signal processing
In connection to solidification studies, McCay et al. _t_2introduced the use of a confocal
optical processing system. A collimated light is passed through the test section (see Figure
14). The refractive index variation can be converted into intensity variations by central dark
ground method of the phase contrast. Basically, the observation plane (object) is relayed to
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Figure 14. Schematic diagram of confocal optical processing system. The holographic
reconstruction can replace the laser beam and the test cell.
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the image plane using a two lens system. In the focal or filter plane, a small opaque stop
removes some of the low frequency components, consequently, the image plane intensity
takes the form of A - B cos _, where tp is the phase variation. Thus, the usual fringe
counting procedure will yield q_.Refractive index variations and then temperature and/or
concentration variations can then be calculated.
It is interesting to note that the holographic reconstruction can be processed similarly. The
technique appears to be a very suitable candidate of non-holographic application of
holographic reconstructions.
5.4 Video holography
Video-holography or electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) _ was introduced to
avoid usual photographic processing of common holography. However, if we already have
a hologram (say like those from Spacelab III Mission or First International Microgravity
Laboratory), it is interesting to note that ESPI can be performed using the reconstruction.
Dobbins et al. _' recently used ESPI for the study of temperature field in confined turbulent
air jet. Similar arrangement, where the test field is now the holographic reconstruction, is
possible. However, the ESPI mode does not provide the potential accuracy of phase-stepping
holographic interferometry. _' Thus, the ESPI conversion of existing holographic
reconstruction does not appear advantageous at present. Nevertheless, this description can
be a reminder for a potential future application.
5.5 Phase shifting technique related applications
A part of this report is deals with sub-fringe measurement capability in holographic
reconstruction. This aspect can be used for new applications even with existing holograms.
For example, current reconstruction of particles, bubbles, etc. deal with size and shape only.
The enhanced phase measurement capability can be used to obtain significantly more
information. Waves caused by particle motion, heat and mass transfer around the micro-
object, etc. can be visualized.
A clue of the proposed application can be obtained from the work of Yonemura," where
the phase of the diffraction pattern of particle was measured. Basically, the diffraction wave
was interfered with a reference wave. Subtraction of the pattern by that without the particles
and computer processing of the data provided the phase information.
Similar Mach-Zehnder type of interferometer can be set using holographic reconstruction
(say using an existing hologram from a previous mission) as the object beam in one arm and
a reference beam in the other arm. Phase steps can be provided (see Section 2.3) to the
reference beam. Processing the intensity data will yield the phase map over the cross
section. Thus, a detailed phase information around the micro-object will be obtained. Notice
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that this is still holography but a rather new application.
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6 B_ADBOARD DESIGN
Design concepts of the experimental hardware for the breadboard of two-color holographic
interferometry has been continuously considered throughout the project. Close cooperation
with NASA/MSFC and MetroLaser, California has been maintained throughout the task.
The existing set up for our experimentation (see Sec. 3) employs conventional (or rather
already available) components at NASA/MSFC. This includes a heavy granite table, bulky
lasers, mirrors, etc. Nevertheless, the set-up and related experimentation provided useful
experiences to be used for advanced design concepts. Also, the experimentation established
that the desired fringe counting accuracy needs of two-color holographic interferometry can
be met. We have reached the following breadboard design aspects keeping in mind a
spaceflight system.
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6.1 Optical fibers
The conventional system (such as that reported in Sec. 3.1) employs several mirrors and
beam splitters. These take a considerable physical space, require careful alignments, and are
sensitive to vibrations. A phase shifting procedure can be introduced directly by stretching
the fiber using a piezoelectric element, thus avoiding the bulky plate phase shifter in the
beam path. A bonus of using the fiber stretching is active fringe stabilization during the
recording. The small fibers (100-200 _m in diameter) can also be kept close to provide two
(or more) colors without the need of combination or mixing). Two optical fibers can be
placed together by a distance d (less than 400/zm ) apart by gluing. If such an output is used
at the focal point of a collimating lens, the output collimated beam angle is rotated by d/F,
where F is the focal length. Practically this is negligible. This is because a practical 30 cm
focal length lens and d = 400/_.m results in the angular displacement of only 0.08 degrees.
Therefore:
• using a fiber splitter, the laser beam can be divided into two parts (object and reference
beam)
• Phase modulation directly onto the fiber can be provided using a piezoelectric electric
element to stretch the fiber
• Fibers (from two colors) can be glued together and kept at the focal planes of the
collimating optics for object and reference beams
• Active fringe stabilization is possible
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6.2 Laser sources
When using optical fibers, laser pigtailing to a single mode optical fiber is an important
requirement. By pigtailing, complications to launch the laser light into the fiber are largely
avoided. Fortunately diode pumped YAG laser (wavelength 532 nm) of powers up to 100
mW with pigtailing as standard option are commercially available. Thus, this laser appears
to be logical choice for the shorter wavelength.
For the longer wavelength, there are two options. These are HeNe (632.8 nm wavelength)
and visible diode (680 nm wavelength) lasers. The laser diode has advantages of being
rugged and can be pigtailed to a single mode fiber. However, available power is limited (~
20 mW). Higher power is no problem with HeNe lasers but they are bulky and require
complex processes for launching the beam into optical fibers. Thus, the choice depends upon
the breadboard size and the optical power priorities.
6.3 Test cell
MetroLaser, California is going to fabricate the test cell and the breadboard for
NASA/MSFC. Therefore, the basic idea of the cell has been discussed in meetings with
MSFC and MetroLaser. We have arrived at an agreement on the requirements and designs.
We have agreed to about 1.35 cm deep test cell. Also, we need (1) constant in space and
time, known adjustable temperature and concentration of the solution, (2) constant in space
and time temperature and known concentration gradient and (3) constant in space and time
concentration and known temperature gradient.
Obviously, the ranges and accuracies should correspond to a typical space crystal growth
situation. The aim of the test cell designs are to establish the capability of Two-Color
Holographic Interferometry (T-CHI) to measure temperature, concentration and their
distributions independently.
The details of the cell designs are reported by MetroLaser. _ Water cooling baths are
considered for the purpose. At the time of recording holograms and interferometric
measurements, the water circulation will be turned off to avoid vibration. For minimizing
thermal expansion effects, a quartz cell will be used.
For creating the concentration gradients, layers of concentration in the cell can be
introduced using a pipette. The gradients can be introduced this way for a long enough time
to complete the experimentation.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
This was the first comphersensive study on several strategic aspects of multi-color
holography and interferometry. Keeping the accurate fringe counting needs in mind, the
literature search revealed that the phase shifting procedure is the best available option. The
experimentation with sugar solution established the local capability to achieve better than
1/200 '"of a fringe counting capability. Although more than adequate for the purpose, there
is significant room to improve this capability. Then multi-color rather then just two-color
interferometry was also considered. Using many colors provides significantly more data at
the cost of significantly complex hardware needs, noise, etc. Thus three-color interferometry
is a logical first step. Some interesting new aspects on the beam intensity ratio needs of
multi-color holography have also been found. These should be helpful in designing the
holographic system.
Several new applications of the reconstructed wavefront have also been isolated. Thus,
multiple applications of the single holographic hardware are now possible. These proposals
open new doors for space applications where a limited number of experimental systems are
possible. With the current proposals, even an existing hologram from a previous space
experimentation can be reanalyzed to obtain new information.
Finally, design concepts of an experimental prototype for two-color holography have been
described.
In summary, several new and critical experiences in the emerging technology of multi-color
holography have been obtained. The critical fringe counting requirements have been
experimentally established. Now the technology is mature enough to develop a compact
(keeping space flights in mind) breadboard system and quantitative data inversions for
temperature and concentration analysis.
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Appendix-A
Key hardware (mostly existing at NASA/MSFC) used for the experimentation
Table
Granite 300 cm x 123 cm x 36 cm
Lasers
HeNe (wavelength 632.8 nm): Spectra Physics model 125A
HeCd (wavelength 441.6 nm): Liconix model 4230N
Beam combination
5 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm cube beam splitter on Melles Griot 3-axis rotation stage
Beam splitter (to convert into object and reference beams)
JODON VBA-200 Beam Splitter
Spatial filters
JODON LPSF-100 Spatial Filters with 40 x objectives and 10 _m apertures
Phase shifting system
Klinger rotation stage and Corning Cover Glass No. 11/_, 20 mm x 40 mm
Collimating lenses
10 cm diameter and 25 cm focal length
Test cell
16 cc, inner thickness 0.982 cm, 4.78 cm x 4.24 cm cross section
Hologram
Agfa-Gevaert 10E75 Plates 5" x 4" on JODON x-y Micropositionable Plate Holder model
MPH-45
Fringe analysis
Silicon photodetector connected to Tektronix Oscilloscope System 7704-A
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